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The poems in Lily Brown s Rust or pass lacking exist within the liminal area among the literal
and the imagined, Rust or Go Missing the rational and the irrational, the summary and the
representational. they believe themselves into being, and in so doing, develop into not only
reflections on lived and imagined experience, yet reviews in themselves.
Finely crafted with a few actually attractive traces and nice leaps. they're additionally supercerebral, which i suppose is more or less renowned immediately in contemp. amer. poe., yet is
usually in my opinion tough for me to get a toehold on. Flipping again through, i spotted the
poems that resonate so much with me are the fewer cerebrally dense ones. the place a few
emotion slips in, there is extra at stake-- a few gesture at heartache vs. thought-ache-- larger
rigidity that i might prefer to see a piece Rust or Go Missing extra of, like during this one-- Sitting
within the CarSwallows Rust or Go Missing fall fromwire, silver tributesto the sun--who comes
here? Deer-faced cows Rust or Go Missing within the open range. The black poultry tucks her
wings. Swallowsall from wire. Wepass. Sideways, we arebodies; one dimension, being moved.
Wow, this one kills me. "Transference" too. ("I am staring at TV. we predict too much/ from each
one other...)
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